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MY UPDATE TONIGHT: What just changed.

Executive orders and control of the agencies has done significant damage to America. That’s going to change.

Medicaid work requirements — done.

The public charge to deprive immigrants of their legal rights — done.

More judges that respect “life” but not “human lives”— that’s over.

Policies that don’t protect LGBTQ+ people equally— ripped up.

A pandemic we feel we can ignore— done.

The story that a woman can’t be elected to a national ticket— no more.

Stephen Miller’s immigration policies. Bye.

Cuts to school lunch programs and affordable housing initiatives. Gone.

Sabotage of the ACA (once we beat back the attacks in court)— See ya.

Disrespecting our civil service workforce every day. Bye bye.

Robbing the Medicare Trust Fund and social security. That stops.

Political interference with vaccine development & safety. Left the building.

Ripping up environmental regulations, nursing home regulations, consumer protections— gone.
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Betsy Devos. Pack up.

Unequal justice, race baiting and Bill Barr. Find them on cable.

1600 Covid Avenue. Cleaned up. Needs a few hepa filters and a few days with windows open but gone.

Not doing our part at the WHO for moms and kids, HIV, vaccine distribution— that’s over.

Corrupt postal service and voter and census suppression— you’ve done enough.

Disregard for science. That will stop.

Bullying as an example for kids. Will end from the White House.

Racism. Structural. Personal. Public. Private. Any kind. Will be replaced with a celebration of differences.

The fight will go on but the President and VP will be fighting alongside us not against us.

All these threats to you. To us. To who we are. To our potential. And many many other threats are subsiding. Not forever,

but for now.

So many things that were becoming a way of continual suppression. We must now make our way back. /end
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